Samba Top
Flow With It Leggings

Hello from Alice Asquith,
Founder & Creative Director
Whilst designing our Spring / Summer 2016 collection I did a lot of
thinking about what sets Asquith apart and the same word kept
coming back to me: fabric.
Our fabrics are natural, hard wearing but incredibly soft — I wish
everyone could touch and experience our clothes because they
feel amazing. They keep their shape, don’t fade, bobble or stretch
and because they aren’t synthetic they allow your skin to breathe
naturally — so you can go straight from your yoga or Pilates mat
to your everyday life looking good and feeling fresh.

For Yoga, Pilates
and Living In

From the very beginning I wanted Asquith to make a positive
impact on the world. It means our collections always have
sustainable and eco-friendly fabrics and are responsibly made
in our wonderful factory in Turkey where employees enjoy a 9–5
working day with breaks on their sunny roof terrace, where they
grow and eat their own herbs, fruit and vegetables.
When I started Asquith in 2002 I wanted our collections to
look great but also be comfortable so women could wear them
everywhere; the school run, the beach, travelling, as loungewear,
as well as in the yoga or Pilates studio. That’s why our logo (a
row of seven circles that represents the chakras in the body) is
purposefully discreet — our collections are designed for all your
adventures.
I love travelling, the arts and nature and these are the inspiration
behind the collections. With the Olympics on their way, 2016 is
Brazil’s year, so I couldn’t resist incorporating some Latin flavour
into our Wanderlust Collection, especially as our fabulous model
Patricia Beck is from Sao Paulo.
I do hope you love it.
Alice x
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SPRING / SUMMER 2016
WANDERLUST COLLECTION

Boogie Tee
Om Leggings
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wanderlust

[won-der-luhst]
noun
a strong, innate desire to
rove or travel about.

Brazil: home to 4,655 miles of
breath-taking beaches, vast
rainforests and the world’s most
colourful carnivals, Brazil is
the perfect place to scratch a
wanderlust itch.
The hosts of the 2016 Olympics
Games have inspired our new
collection of activewear for yoga,
Pilates and living in. Rio Pink,
Verbena, Azure and Satsuma colours
pop against classic Navy, Jet Black
and Thunder Grey, while snakeskin
and feather prints add some Latin
spirit to your activewear.
Favourite Asquith styles have been
updated with fresh designs and
features and our new Conquer
Cami, Samba Top, Jumpsuit and
Yoga Denim have been designed to
take you effortlessly from the studio
on all your adventures.
3
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FABRICS

BAMBOR

Introducing our key fabrics:
Bambor™, Organic Cotton, Bamboo

Feel amazing in Bambor, our
unique natural performance
fabric. The blend of bamboo
viscose, organic cotton and
elastane feels soft against the
skin and moulds to the body
to provide excellent stretch
capabilities. Unlike synthetic
performance fabrics it is
chemical free, sustainable and
wicks away sweat.

Live Fast Halter Neck
Live Fast Pants
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Everyday V Tee
Flow With It Leggings

Blissful Wrap
Go To Vest
Smooth You Leggings
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ORGANIC COTTON
A breathable, durable fabric
that keeps it shape, doesn’t
fade, bobble or stretch
and feels great on. All our
fabrics are Oeko-tex certified
which means they have a
low carbon footprint and
biodegradable fibres. Our
cotton is also GOTS certified
organic — ethically grown,
responsibly manufactured
and chemical free.

5

Samba Top
Hero Tie Pants
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BAMBOO
Bamboo is a fast growing
and environmentally lowimpact fabric. It’s ideal for
activewear as it’s naturally
anti-bacterial, breathable
and wicks away sweat —
helping to regulate your
body temperature and
allowing you to stay fresher
for longer. Perfect for hot
yoga and sunny days.

Be Grace Batwing
Hero Tie Pants
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Activewear
for
everywhere

Zip It Sweatshirt
Wear Everywhere Track Pants
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Flow With It Leggings

Smooth You Leggings

Om Leggings

Yoga Denim
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Perfect fit
leggings —
a style to
suit everyone

Live Fast Boatneck
Zip It Leggings
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Go To Vest
Om Leggings
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Adventure
awaits...
Conquer Cami
Harem Pants
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Live Fast Boatneck
Flow With It Leggings

Stamina Bra
Jump To It Capri

Stamina Bra

Conquer Cami, Harem Pants

Smooth lines
Snakeskin print
Fits like a second skin
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Smooth You Tee
Jump To It Capri

Live Fast Halter Neck
Go Easy Pants
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YOGA DENIM

Warrior Racer
Yoga Denim

Be Grace Batwing, Yoga Denim

The comfort of yoga pants
The versatility of jeans
Wear them everywhere
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Everyday V Tee
Go Easy Pants
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Where are you going?
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JUMPSUIT

Yoga
Ready

Adventure
Ready
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Warrior Racer
Om Leggings
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16

Travel
Explore
Live
Learn
Love
Boogie Tee
Hero Tie Pants
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Essential Tee
Smooth You Leggings

Jump To It Tee
Om Leggings
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Conquer Cami
Flow With It Leggings

Warrior Racer
Yoga Denim
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Zip It Sweatshirt
Om Leggings

Smooth You Tee
Om Leggings
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Blissful Wrap
Conquer Cami
Flow With It Leggings

Smooth You Tee
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BAMBOR™ TOPS

Live Fast Boatneck
ASQ/SS/15
XS

S

M

L

XL

Fitted top with a high neckline,
support bra and extra long
length, so you feel comfortable
in any yoga or Pilates position.
Made from the best quality
organic cotton jersey this style
is also perfect for wearing
casually with your everyday
wardrobe.
60% Bamboo Viscose, 30%
Organic Cotton, 10% Elastane

Jump To It Tee

Stamina Bra

ASQ/SS/08
XS

S

M

L

Conquer Cami

ASQ/SS/60
XL

The gentle gathering detail at
the bust and extra long length
(it covers your hips) make this
the perfect, flattering top
for yoga or Pilates. It has a
fitted shelf bra in contrasting
snakeskin and deep V at the
back.
60% Bamboo Viscose, 30%
Organic Cotton, 10% Elastane

XS

S

M

L

XL

XS

S

M

L

ASQ/SS/10
XL

Introducing our Stamina Bra.
We wanted to create a bra
that offered superior support
versus our built-in bra tops, that
could be worn alone as a sports
bra or layered underneath our
vests. Made with Bambor, with a
contrast hem and straps and a
crossover back.

Fitted cami with crossover
shoulder straps at the back and
a medium support built-in bra.
The long body and smooth fit
ensures it stays in place during
yoga and Pilates practice.
Perfect activewear piece
for wearing in the gym and
everyday.

60% Bamboo Viscose, 30%
Organic Cotton, 10% Elastane

60% Bamboo Viscose, 30%
Organic Cotton, 10% Elastane

Jet Black/Snakeskin
Snakeskin/Satsuma

Live Fast Halterneck

ASQ/SS/61

XS

S

M

L

XL

This halter neck top is designed
to fit like a second skin, with a
contrast colour fitted shelf bra
for support. Incredibly flattering
for backs and shoulders
and very comfortable as the
material allows your body to
breathe.
60% Bamboo Viscose, 30%
Organic Cotton, 10% Elastane
Jet Black/Snakeskin

Snakeskin

Snakeskin
Jet Black
Rio Pink
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BAMBOR™ PANTS

Live Fast Pants

Zip It Leggings

ASQ/SS/30
XS

S

M

L

Om Leggings

ASQ/SS/46
XL

XS

S

M

L

XL

These flattering, slim leg, fitted
pants are made with the softest
organic cotton and are perfect
for yoga, Pilates or a workout.
The elasticated, double
depth waistband makes them
extremely comfortable and
secure. The hip and side seam
details have been designed to
flatter all figures.

These fitted leggings are made
with the highest quality organic
cotton, they hold you in but
allow you to move freely. Key
features include an elasticated
waist, flattering front seam
detail and back contrast zip
with reflective trim. Like all
our leggings they are 100%
opaque.

60% Bamboo Viscose, 30%
Organic Cotton, 10% Elastane

60% Bamboo Viscose, 30%
Organic Cotton, 10% Elastane

Jet Black

Flow With It Leggings

ASQ/SS/48
XS

S

M

L

ASQ/SS/40
XL

Fit meets function with these
flattering leggings. The gentle
fold-over waist holds you in
without restricting movement.
The back seam detail and flat
sewn seam shaping ensures
these fully opaque leggings
are extremely comfortable and
fit you perfectly. Destined to
become your favourite leggings
for yoga and Pilates.

XS

S

M

L

XL

Flattering, fitted leggings
with a soft elastic waistband,
made with the best quality
organic cotton. Easy-to-wear,
comfortable and 100% opaque,
they are great for yoga, Pilates,
a workout or everyday.
60% Bamboo Viscose, 30%
Organic Cotton, 10% Elastane
Snakeskin/Satsuma

60% Bamboo Viscose, 30%
Organic Cotton, 10% Elastane

Jump To It Capri
ASQ/SS/47
XS

S

M

L

XL

Fitted, mid-calf Capri pants
in soft organic cotton with
shell buttons detail at the
hem, comfortable elastic at
waistband and flattering seam
detail. Specifically designed
for yoga and Pilates, they offer
great freedom of movement
and are ideal for seeing ankle
and leg movement.
60% Bamboo Viscose, 30%
Organic Cotton, 10% Elastane

Thunder Grey/Jet Black

Jet Black/Satsuma Zip

Snakeskin
Rio Pink/Satsuma
Thunder Grey/Azure
Jet Black
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BAMBOO TOPS

Go To Vest

Samba Top

ASQ/SS/35
XS

S

M

Be Grace Batwing

ASQ/SS/65
L

XL

A slim fitting bamboo vest top
with a softly rounded neckline
and 1cm binding at neckline
and arm. This longer length
top covers hips and cleavage
is perfect for layering your
activewear with, or wearing
under a jacket or cardigan
everyday. On the back you will
find this season’s star print for a
fresh new look.

XS

S

M

ASQ/SS/07
L

XL

Semi fitted tee in softest
bamboo jersey, with a gentle
scoop neckline, statement cut
out shoulders and a fitted hem
to keep it in place during your
yoga or Pilates practice.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Navy
Satsuma

XS

S

M

L

XL

Gently shaped, soft neck,
batwing sleeve Tee in super
soft drapey bamboo fabric. It is
fitted at the hip to stay in place
during yoga or Pilates practice
but also looks great worn dayto-day. It has been updated this
season with a contrast starburst
print at the back for a fresh new
look. An easy to wear piece and
particularly great if you want to
cover up your tummy.

Smooth You Tee
ASQ/SS/68
XS

S

M

L

XL

Easy-to-wear top in softest
bamboo, with back dart
detailing and a wide waistband
to wear at hip length. Perfect
for exercise or to wear every
day.

Blissful Wrap

Essential Tee

ASQ/SS/69
XS

S

M

L

ASQ/SS/70
XL

Jet Black

A versatile, flattering and
comfortable wrap-around
cardigan in softest Bamboo
that offers three great looks:
tied at the front, loose at the
sides or tied around the back.
The soft V neckline and cleverly
cut panels are flattering and
provide good coverage, whilst
allowing for great movement.

Azure

95% Bamboo 5% Elastane

95% Bamboo 5% Elastane

XS

S

M

L

XL

This tee is something every
woman should have in her
wardrobe. Flattering, loose
fitting and comfortable, it
allows for easy movement and
is perfect for yoga and Pilates,
or worn with jeans or our Yoga
Denim Pants. It has a soft round
neckline, gently curved hem
and is made with the softest
bamboo fabric that allows your
body to breathe.

95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane

Jet Black

95% Bamboo 5% Elastane

Rio/Verbena
Azure/Navy

Rio Pink

Azure/Thunder Grey
Navy/Rio Pink
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BAMBOO PANTS

Heavenly Harem Pants
ASQ/SS/27
XS

S

M

L

XL

Our bestselling pants. Relaxed
fit, 7/8 length harem pants
in soft bamboo jersey. Deep
elasticated cuffs that stay in
place during yoga practice.
Flattering cut with gathering
detail and pockets.
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Black/Snakeskin

Hero Tie Pants

Smooth You Leggings

ASQ/SS/09
XS

S

M

L

ASQ/SS/25
XL

Super soft, drapey bamboo
jersey trousers. Perfect antidote
for tricky leg length issues as
they have side ties at the hem
in self fabric, meaning they can
be worn tied up at the knee or
tied at the ankle, so whatever
your leg length, they fit. The
soft elastic at the waist gently
hold you in and provide added
comfort.

XS

S

M

L

XL

Fitted, full-length leggings
with integrated fold-over skirt
to cover your bottom and
provide extra coverage. Made
with comfortable, breathable
bamboo that has excellent
stretch capabilities, making
them a perfect dynamic pant.

Go Easy Pants
ASQ/SS/14
XS

S

M

L

XL

Relaxed fit pants in softest
bamboo jersey. With a
supportive deep roll down
waistband long enough to
cover your bottom, they’re the
ultimate in comfort, as well as
being supremely flattering. For
yoga, Pilates, lounging and
travel — wear them everywhere.

95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Navy

Navy

95% Bamboo 5% Elastane

Jet Black
Jet Black

Navy
Azure
Jet Black
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ORGANIC COTTON TOPS

Everyday V Tee

Warrior Racer

ASQ/SS/71
XS

S

M

L

XL

This is a lightweight, hipskimming tee with a deep V
neckline and short sleeves,
made with organic cotton slub
jersey. This tee is something
you can wear anywhere and
with everything – taking you
effortlessly from your yoga mat
to your everyday life
100% GOTS Organic Cotton
Slub Jersey
Verbena

Blissful Wrap

ASQ/SS/41
XS

S

M

L

XL

Easy fitting vest in soft textured
organic cotton slub jersey with
contrast neckline and hem
stitching detail. This loose, racer
back top is perfect for layering
over a colour-popping vest or
sports bra. The faded number
7 print on the front represents
the seven Chakras, the energy
points in your body that the
Asquith symbol is based on.
100% GOTS Organic Cotton
Slub Jersey

XS

S

M

L

ASQ/SS/45
XL

A versatile, flattering and
comfortable wrap-around
cardigan that offers three great
looks: tied at the front, loose
at the sides or tied around
the back. The soft V neckline
and cleverly cut panels are
flattering and provide good
coverage, whilst allowing for
great movement.
100% GOTS Organic Cotton
Slub Jersey
Navy

Rio Pink

Boogie Tee

ASQ/SS/06

XS

S

M

L

XL

Add a little 70s funk to your
life with our new Boogie Tee.
Easy fitting vest in soft, textured
organic cotton slub jersey with
contrast neckline and sleeves.
This loose, 3/4 sleeve top is
perfect for layering over vests
for your yoga and Pilates class.
100% GOTS Organic Cotton
Slub Jersey
Rio Pink/Verbena/Satsuma
Azure/Navy/Thunder Grey

Navy/Azure
Azure
Rio Pink/Satsuma
Verbena
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Yoga Denim

Zip It Sweatshirt

ASQ/SS/63
XS

Jumpsuit

ASQ/SS/64
XS

S

M

L

XL

Made in the softest, sweatwicking bamboo jersey, this
versatile piece will take you
from your yoga mat, into the
sunshine and onto a restaurant.
Relaxed fit with a figureflattering ruched waistline, soft
elastic at the bust to provide
support and detachable
shoulder straps.

S

M

ASQ/SS/62
L

XL

Our new Yoga Denim pants
have a jean look but the
two-way stretch in our soft
jersey fabric adds exceptional
flexibility and comfort allowing
them to be used for yoga and
Pilates practice. A higher rise
and back pocket detail ensures
they are very flattering on. An
activewear essential, fit like
a second skin and takes you
seamlessly from your yoga or
Pilates class to everyday life.

XS

S

M

L

XL

Wear Everywhere Pants
ASQ/SS/43
XS

S

M

L

XL

Loose fit sweatshirt with ribbed
neckline, hem and cuffs and a
rose gold zip. Unzip the sides
to show your top underneath
and cool down. Cosy, soft and
slouchy — a great throw on for
after your practice or wearing
out for coffee.

Easy fitting track pants in super
soft, American fleece. Featuring
a flattering rib waist and cuffs
with elastic, drawer cord tie and
front and back pocket detail.
Extremely comfortable, they are
perfect for yoga and Pilates, or
for wearing everyday.

100% GOTS Organic Cotton
Loop Back Fleece

100% GOTS Organic Cotton
Loop Back Fleece

Soft Grey

Soft Grey

95% Organic Cotton, 5%
Elastane

95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Denim
Jet Black
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+ 44 (0)207 792 9414 | contact@asquithlondon.com | www.
asquithlondon.com

